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The staff of BSoP wishes you Happy
Martenitza Day!

“
“I Vote for Europe’: Bulgarian Youth
Votes in the European
Elections 2009”

This is the slogan of the new project of the
School of Politics, dedicated to encouraging
the participation of young people, age 1825, in the European Parliament elections in
2009. The project aims to inform and educate young people in Bulgaria about the importance of the elections and each individual vote, by developing new
models and channels of communication between youth groups and
political parties/candidates and new models for voter mobilisation in
the run-up to the elections. (p. 4)

Why young people should vote in the
European Parliament
elections?
Petya Stavreva and Nikolay Mladenov, MEPs (p. 5)
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Governing practices and policies at the level of local government was the topic
of the second course from the National training program of the School of Politics (February 8-12)
During the first course, dedicated to the topic of leadership, in her own lecture on that
issue Mrs. Kim Campbell, former prime minister of Canada, said that the local level in
politics is extremely important. This is the level where the right political instincts are developed, and politicians learn that politics is not an abstract process but affects people’s
lives daily and this is best felt in the small towns and villages. Following up on her lead,
we had many discussions and presentations during the second course that proved her
words right.
Our first guest was Mr. Hassan Azis, the mayor of Kardjali (class of 2002 of the School),
who confirmed those words as well. He
shared with us his extensive experience as
a second-term mayor. Mr. Azis spoke about
working with the local communities on issues important for the citizens, such as closing down schools in the small villages. What
we learned from him was how much easier it
was to govern together with the citizens and
that citizen participation at all levels should
be encouraged.
Several other events stood out during this
course. In her presentation, Assoc. Prof. T.
Tomova spoke about public policies and the
dividing line between the public and private interests. The main messages of Prof. Tomova were clear: “Power is not more important than the citizens. Public policy means
actions, developed together with the citizens.” Next, with the active participation of Galya
Assenova, Yordanka Fandakova and Proshko Proshkov, municipal councilors and mayors, all alumni of class 2008 of the School, we had a heated discussion about which
activities could be outsourced or implemented through public-private partnerships by
the municipalities, so municipalities can defend the public interest in the best way. We
introduced a new format for the discussion – an aquarium, which proved quite successful in fishing out big ideas and good practices.
Another key problem for local government, discussed by the participants, was the issue
of electing directly district mayors. Participants in the program worked hard to prepare
for a pro/con debate, guided by Malina Edreva, a trainer in debates and alumna of the
School herself. The members of the debate teams performed very well, and it was hard
to pick a winner (even though Nevin Osman was named best debater by popular vote).
The debate was a good opportunity
for all participants to polish up their
debating skills.
Following up on the ideas we had discussed during the first
course about the need for leaders to be able to pick their
fights and defend the interests of their constituencies, this
time we focused on the duties and responsibilities of politicians to act as statesmen. Actually, the question “politician
and/or statesman” was posed by Prof. Georgi Simeonov from
Sofia University. He presented many arguments to defend
the case that thinking as a statesman may be more difficult
but serves the public cause. Participants united behind the
statement that the horizon of the politician is the next elections, that of the statesman – of future generations.
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This topic provided a smooth transition to the next issue: election campaigns and how the
local political structures can prepare for the national election campaigns. We spoke about different obstacles before the parties and the motivation of the local party structures and ways
to engage citizens most successfully in their efforts.
Inseparable part of this discussion was also the analysis of the recent protests by young people in Sofia. The topic about the state
of civil society was introduced by Petya Kabackchieva, from the
Open Society Institute (Sofia) and Yuri Aslanov, from AFIS Agency. Respondents in the same panel were alumni of the School of
Politics – Solomon Bali, class of 2006, and Iliyana Nikolova, class
of 2008. Main issues raised up during the discussion were how
strong and organized is civil society in Bulgaria, the disparity in the
power and capacity of civil society in the small towns and in the
capital city. Panelists asked how much civic groups and NGOs in the country depend on the
decisions and funding from local government and local political parties. Is Internet the new
way for citizens to organize successful protests or is the anonymity of the ‘net’ the only reason why more people join the chat rooms instead of walking out in the streets? The time
for discussion was not enough, so we’ll take
up these questions again in course 4.
There was one topic that had to be in the
program, as it was the main concern of many
Bulgarian and European citizens throughout
the very cold days of January – energy efficiency and gas supply from Russia. We invited Mr. Stefan Tafrov to analyze the issues
and possibilities surrounding the gas supply
to Bulgaria, and what the government needs
to do to avoid future crises like this. We also
took up the issue of Bulgaria’s membership in the EU and discussed the work of the committee of the regions and the European policies regarding the regions in Europe. The lecture was presented by Marussya
Lyubcheva, MEP.
One of the most successful panels in the program was working with
the media. We invited Ms. Tzvetanka Rizova, a TV anchor, to help our
participants hone their media and interview skills.
On the last day of the program, the partners of the School from the
Dutch Center for Political Participation spoke about different mechanisms to include the citizens in the decision making process. Ivo Hartman and Jochum de Graaf presented several successful projects that
the IPP has done in the Netherlands. The School will propose to the
municipality in Velingrad to organize an event involving citizens in solving an existing community problem.
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The last topic on the agenda was the energy efficiency and the energy strategy of the country. Panelists included Mr. Todor Todorov from
“Za Zemyata” Foundation and Ms. Ivanka Dilovska, Director of “Energy
strategy” Directorate in the Ministry of the Economy and Energy. The
topic was hot, and we had a heated discussion, just before we parted.
The topic will be on the table again in course 3 of the program.
Referring again to a statement made by Ms. Kim Campbell during
Course 1, namely, that leaders need to surround themselves with people who can serve as correctives in the decision-making process, the
work in the small groups was dedicated to team work and developing
skills for successful team work. The moderators – Ventzi, Ani, Mitko,
Ivan – rose to the challenge one more time and helped us figure out the
secrets of effective team working.
Hopefully, all of us will remember one more statement from the presentation of Prof. G. Karasimeonov, an inscription on the palace in Dubrovnik
dating to the 16th century, which reads as follows: OBLITI PRIVATORIUM PUBLICA CURATE (Forget the private, care for the public)

Children from the State Home for Children Without Parental Care surprised the participants in the National
program with the martenitzi they had made by themselves.

“I Vote for Europe’: Bulgarian Youth Votes in the
European Elections 2009”

This is the slogan of the new project of the School of Politics, dedicated
to encouraging the participation of young people, age 18-25, in the European parliament elections in 2009. The project aims to inform and
educate young people in Bulgaria about the importance of the elections
and each individual vote, by developing new models and channels of
communication between youth groups and political parties/candidates
and new models for voter mobilisation in the run-up to the elections. The
coalition of 4 NGOs, created for the implementation of the project, will
work to engage young people in the elections, providing them with nonpartisan information about key issues shaping the candidates’platforms.
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All of the project activities will follow the principles of participatory democracy, focusing upon ways that have
become main venues of free exchange of information, ideas, and debates for young people. The project will use
the format of a political Facebook-community, through a website with blogs and discussion forums to encourage
direct participation of young people in debates and online meetings with EP candidates. Main expected result
of the information campaign, proposed here, will be greater voter activity on election day and larger turn-out
compared to the 2007 elections. Project activities will also contribute to fostering a stronger sense of European
citizenship among young people in Bulgaria, as the newest member of the EU.
The target group includes young people 18-25 years old: college students, working youth, first-time voters, Roma
youth.
In the beginning of March, the School will launch a website dedicated to the project and the European parliament
elections. Links to the website will be available on www.schoolofpolitics.org.
The project will run from February through July, 2009. Partners of the Bulgarian School of Politics in this project
are the Women’s Alliance for Development (WAD), the Association “Diverse and Equal”, and RE:TV. The project
is funded by the “Youth in Action” program, of the Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency, Brussels.

Why young people should vote in the European
Parliament elections?
We asked Ms. Petya Stavreva, MEP and Mr. Nikolay Mladenov, MEP to share their
thoughts on why young people should vote in the upcoming European elections. Ms.
Stavreva is alumna of the BSoP (2005), and N. Mladenov was member of the Program
Council of the School when it was founded.

Petya Stavreva: “Voting in the elections is part of Bulgaria’s European integra-

tion. To vote means to be active and have your own position. In reality, by casting a
vote, everyone can influence the selection of people who will represent our country
in Brussels and will make decisions affecting the future of the EU. In this process the
young people have to be the more active party because they have the power, energy and courage to overcome
barriers and change the world. In order to make their voice heard, the young people
need to get out and cast their vote”.

Nikolay Mladenov: “The opportunity for young people to cast their vote in the

European parliament elections is something more valuable and unique than it might
seem. The right itself to a democratic election of the people who will represent our
interests is a privilege for the people living here and now. Here, in Europe, where the
human, economic and social rights, compared to many other places in the world are
regarded as a value in itself, and it is now – in this period of dynamic political changes,
that the opinion and voice of everyone has to be heard, because these changes will
define what our common future will look like tomorrow.
The European parliament is that community institution where people can directly exercise their control and say
who will get in, by voting. The active civic position in holding these elections is the only mature and responsible
position; abstention from voting leaves the decision-making power in the hands of others, but the consequences
of these decisions will directly affect us and our daily lives as citizens of the European Union.
This is why it is important for us, as European citizens, exercising the rights we have as citizens, to voice our
position and to elect those people who share our values and vision about the Europe we want to live in in the
future.”
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Mr. Solomon Passi, member of the Board of the Bulgarian School of Politics, is the first official candidate for
Secretary General of NATO
In 1990, when Mr. Passi declared from the stand of
the Grand National Assembly that Bulgaria has to
leave the Warsaw Pact immediately and join NATO,
many people laughed at that proposal. A year later,
Mr. Passi founded the Atlantic Club and gave a ride through the streets
of Sofia of the then Secretary General of NATO Manfred Wörner. Later
that honor (riding in Mr. Passi’s Trabant), had other prominent politicians
such as Hillary Clinton, Tony Blair, and even the late Pope John Paul II.
Bulgaria joined NATO 14 years after the fall of communism, when Mr.
Passi held the office of foreign minister of the country. It turned out that a
flair of eccentricity was needed to challenge the future. The same proved
right when he extended an invitation to the late Pope John Paul II to visit Bulgaria. And
again, he was there to build the first Bulgarian camp base in Antarctica. Throughout
all those years, the Atlantic idea in Bulgaria has been inseparably linked to the name
of Solomon Passi; this year, quite naturally, Bulgaria decided to put his name on the
ballot, among those to be selected to lead the organization.
“Personally, I feel it is my duty and my obligation, it is a commitment and duty for me.
I believe Bulgaria is mature enough to represent the entire region, and perhaps more
than one region. Bulgaria can represent the new member-states, the Balkans and
the Black Sea and Caucasus regions. I believe NATO can be re-charged by the new
member-states. We have new energy, new
will for reform and I think that we can conSolomon Passi took part in the 4th Bulgartribute to the alliance,” said Mr. Passi about
ian expedition to Antarctica in 1995. Here:
holding a whale’s rib.
his candidature.

Interview with Lirak Celaj
Lirak Celaj is alumnus of the Regional Program of the School of Politics (2004). Currently, he is adviser to the deputy prime minister of Kosovo. We asked him a few questions on the occasion of the first anniversary of Kosovo’s independence.
SP: What is new in Kosovo one year after the independence?
LC: There are lots of positive changes that everybody can see, like road constructions,
new schools etc. But the most important thing is the new Constitution of Kosovo, which
is one of the most advanced Constitutions compared to other countries in the region as
well as Europe, especially in the field of minority rights. In this one year we have created our new army (Kosovo
Security Forces), which was created on the basis of NATO standards and the entire process is monitored and
supported by NATO. Other new institutions were also created, such as the Foreign Ministry, Ministry of Defense,
Intelligent Services, new embassies in the countries that have already established diplomatic relations with
Kosovo, etc.
And one of most important things is that people are now more optimistic and positive. Now it is us, Kosovo
citizens that are going to make decisions for ourselves. And we are all looking forward to be part of the EU and
other Euro-Atlantic mechanisms.
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SP: What are the main political, social and economic challenges that Kosovo is facing?
LC: Kosovo as new state is facing many problems and there are many challenges. In the political field one of our
main objectives is becoming a member of international institutions, like the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the UN and other regional and European institutions. Of course, our main target is joining NATO and
the European Union. We also still need to become recognized by other countries, and this process is in progress;
until now 54 countries have already recognized Kosovo as an independent country.
Kosovo still remains the poorest country in Europe and that means that the economy and the fight against poverty is the most important thing. In this aspect first of all we need to create good conditions to attract foreign
investments. In this direction the most evident steps that we have done are road constructions, but there is still
a lot to be accomplished. Energy is also a big challenge and in this direction Kosovo is planning to build a new
power plant with a capacity to both produce and export energy. There are also positive steps being undertaking
on alternative ways of producing energy like hydro and wind energy.
There is also a special program supported by the World Bank against poverty, and the results should be seen in
the next two years. As you can see there are many things that have been done but also many more ahead.
SP: Lirak, you’re not just a politician but a professional actor. If you had to ‘perform’ the Balkans, what would the
performance look like?
LC: If I knew how to write a play that would show the real Balkans, I would surely outdo Shakespeare. I would
be the best playwright in the world. Any way, I know that it would be a tragicomedy where every body is in the
trenches trying to kill and destroy his neighbour, trying to convince everybody that he was the first to come here.
But on the other hand, there are a lot of treasures and other values, hidden in those trenches, which cannot be
seen because of those silly fights.

I dreamt of Africa
Rumi Grozeva is our accountant at BSoP. Recently,
she traveled to Africa and we asked her to write about
her trip to the edge of the world.
I like to travel. And I travel not only in my dreams. I
am willing to put up with the endless hours spent at
bleak airports and tiny airplanes. Of course, I never
forget the incentive to forge winter for a while and
remember that there will be time for summer again,
soon. Not to mention that you can become one with
wildlife not only watching Animal Planet or National
Geographic.
The call of the wild proved irresistible to me...for a couple of days. Admittedly, I opted for its most domesticated
version – South Africa, the region of Cape Town. A wonderful place to celebrate both St. Valentine’s and our own
Trifon Zarezan. Cape Town: romantic bays and wonderful wine from the wine lands, heavy winds whirling around
the cape of Good Hope, and the nature reserves of Aquila and Karoo, only 2-3 hours away from the city, beautiful
Victorian houses (for the whites) and the favelas (of the blacks), two oceans – the Atlantic and Indian, and the
mountain cutting right through the middle of the city.
Here we are. We took advantage of the low prices of the Emirates airlines, picked an old Victorian house, turned
into a guest house, instead of a hotel, in a „safe„ part of town (according to the information on the Internet.)
We soon discovered that Cape Town is indeed safer than other big South-African cities; here people can travel
in their cars with the windows down. You couldn’t do this in Johannesburg or Durban. On the flipside, we also
discovered that Cape Town is not the ideal place for a long imagined vacation on the beach. True, both Clifton
bay and Camps bay are beautiful, the African sun is hot, but the ocean water was a mere 120 C! We settled for
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bathing in the sun for 1-2 hours; guys had better luck
– watch the photo shoot of fashion models on beach
№4 or have a glass of wine or beer in the bistros surrounding Camps bay.
Well, some good luck came our way - swimming in
the warmer Indian Ocean. The locals warned us that
the water may be warm but there were dangerous
sharks. No such encounters, thank goodness, if we
don’t count the sharks in the huge aquarium of the
Victoria & Alfred Waterfront, but the ocean water was
160 C! That was the end of our dreams for a relaxing
vacation on the two oceans.
Hard to believe, but this was good news. I know myself and my passion for nice beaches, but Cape Town
was much more than that. And I know now that had
the water temperature been 5-6 degrees warmer, I
would have missed a fortune.
Nature has done its share in South Africa – there are
many treasures one could find, be it wild life, be it
the forceful winds of cape Good Hope, be it gospel
singing in the black churches, or just a glass of wine,
listening to what our hosts had to say about their
country. To be frank, wine and talking was the easiest
thing here. Cape Town is known for its restaurants,
accessible prices in bars and bistros, and a huge
choice of clubs and coffee houses. Just around
the corner from our hotel, we found our restaurantbar, Kanzagi. The owner and most of the waiters
and bartenders were black. The customers were
predominantly white, but there were many mixed
couples and groups, too. We liked that spirit of tolerance, we felt part of the whole immediately and
became one of the regulars. We accepted the offer
of our waiter, Kevin, to do some sightseeing on the
peninsula, with a personal tour guide – Lora. She is
a teacher, working as a tour guide, a lady of my age,
with a 13-year old daughter. We did not regret our
choice for a second. Lora showed us the wonderful
African penguins on Boulders Beach, the baboons
and ostriches in the National park Good Hope, the
port town of Simon, and the very edge of Africa – the
Cape of Good Hope.
Lora told us also about the problems South Africa
faces – the huge difference between the houses of
the whites and the favelas of the blacks in Hout Bay,
the poor education of the black kids, about their parents who do not let them go to school, but wnat to
have good jobs and make as much money as whites
do. There is no longer discrimination, but you could
not get a good job without good education, mainly be-
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cause of old tribal traditions and responsibilities. It may
sound strange, but we heard the most racist remarks
from the black natives. Everybody knows which tribes
may cause any trouble; most crimes are committed by
emigrants from Zimbabwe and Nigeria. True, there’s
60% unemployment among the black population, but
the tribal division still exists.
Lora took us to her church, where we listened to gospel
singing and saw that a lot of whites were in the church
as well. We did not miss a visit to the Kirstenbosch botanical garden, close to which live some of the richest
people in South Africa and many politicians. Here are
the houses of 2 Nobel Peace Prize winners – Desmond
Tutu and Nelson Mandela. As everywhere, politicians
get rich - not that different from our own Bulgarian situation. Surprise, surprise: corruption grows everywhere,
even in the most remote corner of the world; we learned
how the country is getting ready for the world soccer
championship in 2010 and who might benefit from the
many infrastructure projects (let’s say, an African version of the Bulgarian ‘Big brother & cousins’ affair). I feel
I know Africa in a more intimate way now…
Before this trip to Africa, I dreamt of it as the land of wild
African savannas, with antelopes and zebras, cunning
lions and leopards, with giant proud elephants and rhinos. I have always dreamt of seeing that huge baobab
tree, where the airplane of Dennis Finch-Hatton had
crashed, with the lion’s family underneath. Yes, I was
aware that this tree was in Massai Mara, in Kenya, but
maybe we could look for its South-African counterpart.
There are two private nature reserves around Cape
Town, where one could ‘meet’ the wildlife of Africa. We
chose Aquila – this is the only place where you could
see all of the members of the Big Five – a lion, an elephant, a rhino, a Caffer buffalo, and a leopard. We
would have been quite satisfied to see even one of
these animals, in its natural environment, not in a cage
or a circus. We were lucky (save the leopard)!
Our ranger, Lisa Marie, claimed that a pair of glistening
eyes seen during our night safari belonged to a leopard, but I could have passed them for a lion’s as well.
Being a true skeptical Bulgarian, I decided not to count
them. Could be just my way of saying, I have to go back
to Africa… My camera was not the best quality, but I
took pictures of everything in my heart. Even the invisible – the smells of the savanna, mixed with the aroma
of the South-African wine, the silence of the savanna,
pierced from our voices and the roars of the animals,
the life of the savanna, our host for such a short while.
We felt what brings together the new people in South
Africa – being proud of their nature and their desire to
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preserve it for coming generations. Each nature reserve participates in projects for releasing back into the wild
animals bred in captivity. Aquila has its one lions’ project – we saw two young lionesses and a male born in the
zoo, soon to be returned to the wilderness. They still preferred the home built for them by their caretakers but I
believe the call of the wild will take them back to their only home, forever.
Alas, every wonder comes to an end, sooner or later. Adventures always end abruptly, so quickly, one can only
despair. But let us say good bye and fare well. I know it – I will return, some day. To step again in the wild world
of the savanna, to feel the warm African sun, to venture the force of the African wind, again. To continue my conversation with the people of Africa…

Last Thursday Discussion Club
The regular meeting of the Alumni Club of the Bulgarian School of Politics took place on 26 February 2009. The topic was “The Majoritarian Electoral
System – between Populism and Ignorance”, introduced by Georgi Kiryakov, Class of 2007.
In his introductory notes, he outlined two main models of majoritarian electoral systems: 1) the simple
plurality system (also known as the first-past-thepost system), where the winner is the candidate
with the most votes, regardless of the number of candidates, and 2) a majority system where the candidate
needs absolute majority (50+1) of the votes cast in order to win the elections. If none of the candidates wins
absolute majority, there is a second election between the first two candidates with the most votes. In Bulgaria,
the second version is popular, and is used in the elections for mayors and for president. In the course of the
discussion, several advantages and disadvantages of the majoritarian system were described: decreasing the
number of parties and creating more stable governments and parliamentary majorities (which is essentially in
the benefit of the large parties and at a disadvantage of the small ones), the opportunity to vote for personalities,
etc. On the other hand, it was mentioned that the proportional system is more representative of the interests of
different social groups, which find projection in the parliament, but it leads to unstable coalition governments and
a larger degree of fragmentation.
Based on those theoretical clarifications, the debate focused on the Bulgarian case. The bill to introduce some
kind of a mixed system in Bulgaria, whereby 31/58 MPs are to be elected under the majoriarian system and
the rest - under the proportional, was discussed. A question was raised that in order to effect such a change, a
constitutional amendment is needed. To do so, however, the present parliament cannot muster a constitutional
majority. Although the Constitution does not provide for the type of electoral system, it determines the way governments are formed and the powers of the MPs. This presupposes a proportional electoral system. Art. 68, line
2 of the Constitution states that “a Member of the National Assembly elected as a minister shall cease to serve
as a Member during his term of office as a minister. During that period, he shall be substituted in the National As-
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sembly in a manner established by law.” The question arises of how to settle a case like this when a member of
parliament is elected under a majority system, and who, according to the Constitution, has to cease serving as an
MP if he/she is elected as a minister? Are interim elections called in the respective electoral district, which could
theoretically lead to a change in the parliamentary majority, and potentially, to a government crisis, or should
majority elected MPs not be eligible for members of the cabinet then, in order not to necessitate a revocation of
their prerogatives? Or do we ammend the Constitution, whereby the members of parliament chosen through a
majority vote can simultaneously be both MPs and ministers? Another problem with the mixed system is that the
majority candidate will have more ‘electoral weight’ than his colleagues elected proportionally.
Here the discussants noted that the only possibility to introduce a majoritarian element in a proportional system
is through preferences, because it does not essentially change the institutional mechanism based upon the Constitution. It was also noted that preferences can lead to internal party conflicts between candidates on the same
party ticket.
The main conclusion of the discussion was that there is not enough time and real possibilities to amend the Constitution and the election system for the upcoming elections. The participants in the discussion agreed that the
debate on the election law should continue right after the formation of the next National Assembly.

Forthcoming events
1. Meeting of the Directors of the Schools of
Political Studies, organized by the Council of Europe,
dedicated to the preparation of the Summer University
for Democracy 2009 in Strasburg. This year the main
event in the program will be the celebration of the 60th
anniversary of the foundation of the Council of Europe
and the 20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall.
2. „I Vote for Europe”: on March 13 will take place
the first national information day-debate, dedicated to the
European Parliament elections 2009. The event is part
of a series of initiatives of the School of Politics to mobilize young people in Bulgaria to vote in the elections.
3. The ceremony for the First Annual Awards
of the Alumni Club of the School of Politics will take
place on March 22, 2009 in hotel „Dvoretsa”, Velingrad.
4. The third course from the National training program of the School will take place March
22-26, 2009, in hotel „Dvoretsa”, Velingrad.
5. “Last Thursday Discussion Club”: next regular
meeting on Thursday, March 26. The topic is „Еurope of
the regions – pro/con”. Discussion moderator: Stanimir
Kaytazki.
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